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Pensions Expert
Informing scheme decisions
Pensions Expert is the leading provider of
essential content for pensions professionals,
with a diverse portfolio of products to suit
readers’ information needs. The monthly
magazine provides in-depth analysis, case
studies and special reports with
pensions-expert.com providing all of the daily
news from around the industry.
We aim to:
• Provide relevant and insightful case studies
with comment and analysis
• Offer practical guides to the latest
regulatory changes and detail how they are
being managed
• Present and interpret the latest investment
and administrative data

* (2018 - 2019) ABC audited

Magazine
Circulation

7,984

*
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Pensions Expert Audience
FTSE 100
Pensions Expert takes you to the key decision
makers within the UK workplace pensions industry.
By going out to plan sponsors of the country’s
leading schemes we take you to the heart of the
pensions debate. We reach:

80% of FTSE 100 schemes
93% of the UK’s top 100 schemes
88% of the top 300 schemes
88 of the country’s 89 LGPS
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Pensions Expert Audience
What is the total value of pension funds
that you have responsibility for?

Avg. defined pension contribution:

Avg. defined pension benefit:

£137million

£335million

Which of the following subjects are you most interested in reading about in Pensions Expert?
DB

60%

Law & regulation

29%

51%

Governance

33%

42%

Investment

34%

38%

Case law

36%

DC/AE

36%

Policy

Source: Pensions Expert Survey 2018
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15%

41%

20%

Lifetime savings

12%

48%
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ESG
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Pensions Expert Advertising Options –Online

Pension Expert Editorial Synopsis

News analysis

Scheme news roundup

Pensions Expert has always been differentiated
by the depth of its analysis, but the shift to
a larger monthly book will allow even deeper
analysis of the big issues affecting pension
schemes to offer trustees even more useful
insight to make better scheme decisions.

Deeper analysis of the most important news
stories, and their broader implications for
pension schemes.

A digest of shorter news pieces rounding
up the month’s can’t miss stories.

A new premium design will match its
sophisticated agenda- leading content, with
a more visual style building on the existing
infographic approach.

• Editorial: An introduction from PE’s editor

Comment
• Lead comment: Regular thoughts from a
major figure within the pensions industry
• Regulatory and policy comment:
Views from regulatory experts, at the
Financial Conduct Authority and the
Pensions Regulator, for example, as well as
comments from government ministers on
latest policy updates
• Industry comment: Leading pensions
industry figures including consultants and
professional trustees discuss key themes
around policy and practice

Cover feature
PE’s new monthly format will allow the editorial
team to explore many of the bigger picture
issues affecting the pensions industry
and retirement.

Roundtables
Sponsored features bringing together scheme
trustees and other industry experts to discuss
key themes, with a newly introduced premium
design and more narrative-led editorial style
(see schedule).

Pensions Expert Advertising Options –Online

Scheme Management Case Studies

Data Spotlight

Global spotlight

Pensions Expert is best known for its case
studies, which delve into the detail of managing
pension schemes to offer industry insight with
the trustees reading PE. Case studies will be
split into the following sections:

A look at interesting 3rd party and proprietary
FT data sets to deliver insights to support trustee decision-making through visualisation and
cutting edge data journalism:

A look at what’s going on with pensions
schemes around the world, identifying further
examples of best practice to inform UK trustees
and policymakers.

• Data Crunch: as per the current feature,
insights from the best 3rd party data

People/Noticeboard

• Investment: How trustees are selecting
investment providers, determining asset
allocations, and managing decisions around
active vs passive/factor investing.
• Administration: How trustees are dealing
with the day-to-day management of schemes,
including communications, online platforms,
transfers etc.
• Regulation/governance: How schemes
are managing the ever-changing regulation
affecting pensions, keeping up to date with
the latest legal precedent, and ensuring best
practice for the governance of schemes.
• DC Spotlight: A specific look at the
increasingly-important world of defined
contribution pensions.

• Mandatewire data: a look statistical insight
gleaned from trustees via PE’s sister title,
MandateWire

The latest people moves from the pensions
industry, as well as key pensions dates and
the latest industry trustee events in
conjunction with the Pensions and Lifetime
Savings Association.

Pensions Expert Briefings

Sole Sponsored Round Tables
Pensions Expert Sole Sponsored Round Tables are a powerful tool
to position your brand as a thought leader on any given topic.
Similar to our Executive Round Tables, Pensions Expert will recruit leading
industry figures to take part in a debate about a theme of your choosing
(in consultation with Pensions Expert).
However, this will be an on-the-record discussion and will be used
to create an in-depth feature in Pensions Expert, carrying your branding,
and accompanied by a full page advertisement.
Price - £18,000

Suggested topics:
Month
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Topic
Defined benefit - bulk annuties/consolidation
Fixed income
DC Debate Q1
Equities
Fiduciary management
DC Debate Q2
Emerging markets
ESG
Alternatives
DC Debate Q3
Administration
Defined benefit - actuarial/
funding/covenant
DC Debate Q4
Smart beta
LDI and DB investment

Pensions Expert Advertising Options - Online

Sponsored Features

Suggested topics:

Pensions Expert ‘Sponsored Features’ are in depth, technical articles
focusing on core investment, governance and administrative themes related
to UK pensions schemes and their members. They offer our advertising
partners a prime opportunity to position their brand and ‘own’ the editorial
themes directly related to the brands core themes.
Sponsored features run over a double page spread in the magazine with
1.5 pages of editorial and either a half page comment piece or advert from
an advertising partner.
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Feature Communications

In association with

Breaking the habit: Can life
events make people more
engaged with pensions?

As people get
older they are
more inclined to
take decisions
based on gut feel
Chris Wagstaff
Columbia Threadneedle
Investments

There is growing support for using life events
to teach people about pensions, but humans
could be even more stubborn than we thought
By Sandra Wolf

Would you be interested in
reading about your pension if you
had just started a new job? What
if you had just got married – or
divorced?
Engagement is still a major
stumbling block in pension
saving, but in July last year, a
concept long known to
psychologists entered the
pensions sphere. The Pensions
Policy Institute published a
report that looked at the idea that
people could be more receptive
to teaching during big life
changes.
These include starting
university or a first job, buying a
house, or getting married. Young
adults are most likely to
experience such moments, the
paper said.
More recently, mastertrust
Nest, Maastricht University and
Dutch thinktank Netspar
conducted a survey on the topic.
However, the report authors
found the responses on whether
life events make people think
about their finances are mixed.
They stress that several hurdles
need to be overcome to use such
events for pensions
communications.
In fact, in some cases life events
could even have a negative effect
on ‘teachability’ as the change
introduces stress to people’s lives,

for example when a child arrives.
Other events, including marriage,
were simply not associated with
thinking about future finances.
“To make the next step towards
successfully using life events for
pension communication, more
research is required,” the paper
concludes.
Behavioural intervention
‘useful but not a panacea’
While the jury is still out on the
merits of using life events for
upping engagement, most seem
to agree that there is room for
improvement.
PPI head of policy research
Daniela Silcock says pensions
communication is still quite
basic.
“If you look at reality, a lot of
communication is based on letter
writing, and that’s difficult to do
in a way that reaches a lot of
people,” she notes.
While she highlights the power
of social norms, and how these
can be used to nudge people into
certain behaviours, she also
stresses the limits of nudge
theory.
“It’s very trendy right now to
think we can fix everything with
behavioural intervention,” she
says, but: “It’s important to
understand that they are a useful
tool but not a panacea, and can be
dangerous. If you nudge people

Month
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

without support, the outcome can
be bad.”
The PPI’s policy input was
taken on board by the Pensions
and Lifetime Savings Association,
which in its ‘Hitting the Target’
consultation asked the industry
to identify the most effective
‘teachable moments’.
Still, its EU, engagement and
regulation policy lead James
Walsh finds it is early days to say
with confidence that the
teachable moments theory works.
He suggests people should be
subject to a regular financial
review, which could be linked to
changes in their circumstances.
Marked down for comms
The teachable moments idea can
work, says Chris Wagstaff, head
of pensions and investment
education at Columbia
Threadneedle Investments, but
stresses that timing needs to be
spot on. Humans are creatures of
habit, he notes.
“The evidence is that it’s very
difficult… to teach people later in
life what are quite deeply
ingrained behaviours,” he says.
The only way to make them
rethink their usual behaviour is if
they are given information at
precisely the right moment. He
says this is best done online,
through decision trees or similar
tools.

It’s very trendy
right now to
think we can
fix everything
with behavioural
intervention

“It’s at that stage that the
appropriate information will
flash up on the screen. It needs to
be simple, accessible, timely,” says
Wagstaff.
But while he believes
behavioural interventions can
work well in the accumulation
phase, this approach is less
promising for decumulation
decisions.
“As people get older they are
more inclined to take decisions
based on gut feel,” he says. “They
tend not to take advice very well,
and tend to shy away from
technologies.”
So what should you do?
With little evidence of the impact
of using life events to impart
pensions nudges, what can those
working for schemes do to
improve saving levels?
Neil McPherson, managing
director of professional trustee
company Capital Cranfield, says
for reaching scheme members it
is not just timing that matters;
the medium also has to be

adjusted to the needs and habits
of different scheme populations.
But he echoes Silcock’s views
on using the power of social
norms, citing peers as big
influencers, particularly for
young people.
“They’re not going to do it in
isolation. They’re much more
likely to do it if they discuss it at
the company, talk about it at the
workplace,” says McPherson.
Giles Payne, a client director
at Capital Cranfield, says one of
his schemes is looking at video
benefit statements. Another has
chosen to use regular bullet
point information, the idea
being that if members are given
“a number of bite-sized snippets
on a regular basis it becomes less
worrying”.
A third approach is the
creation of focus groups, whose
members influence the
workforce and spread the news,
and can give information when
asked about pensions. This
approach, used at factory sites, is
the most successful, finds Payne.

Create ‘a big red button’
Karen Partridge, head of client
services UK and Australia at
communications specialists
AHC, says she thinks people can
be influenced if spoken to at the
right time.
However, not all schemes or
even employers have sufficient
data to indicate that a life
change is happening for a
member.
And even where it is available
“it’s not always easy to define
appropriate intervention points,
because it’s more about people’s
point of realisation”, says
Partridge.
The key to reaching people is
making it easy to follow up with
action.
“You can get their attention,
but for them to take action you
have to make it easy,” she says.
For example, she adds,
members could be given a
simple way to trigger a process
whereby they increase their
pension contributions with the
next pay rise.

cases more frequently than the
engaged savers.
So why did certain life events
supposedly trigger engagement
from some savers but not others?
It could be that there is another
variable at play. The two research
groups differed by age and gender,
so it could be that one of these
characteristics impacted the
effect of the life event.
The effect of any life event can
be complex. They can increase
mental and emotional load and
encourage short-term focus on
urgent needs rather than on longterm planning and pensions.
On a practical level, if life events
do make us more receptive, how
could pension providers use
these ‘teachable moments’ to
engage savers? One of the main
challenges would be detecting the
life event with enough accuracy
to effectively time the delivery
of tailored communications. UK

schemes often do not know much
more than a saver’s date of birth,
address and income. And some
life events, like marriage, divorce
and childbirth, are harder to
identify or can only be detected
after the event has taken place.
In these circumstances,‘big data’
could provide a solution. But
would savers be appreciative of
a tailored communication during
their life event or concerned that
‘big brother’ is watching them?
Do life events hold the key to
pension engagement? We need to
look more closely at their impact,
the reactions they trigger and their
relation to pension and long-term
planning behaviours. While this
research suggests there may well
be a link, this new evidence is one
more piece of a larger puzzle.

Comment Pensions engagement

Daniela Silcock, PPI

Matthew Blakstad

Is the key to
engagement
life events?
Imagine you have just bought a
house. It is an event that makes us
all think about our finances. How
much will our monthly mortgage
repayments be? How much will
that leave us for other expenses?
With finances at the front of our
minds, would a letter about our
pension make us stop and act
now? Or would the many extra
tasks involved with moving house
leave us with very little spare time
to think about a long-term goal
over a short-term priority?
Researchers have identified a
number of life events that could
create a range of reasons to think
about our finances and the future,
and in turn lead to a ‘teachable

moment’. To find out more, we
worked with Maastricht University
to carry out a series of in-depth
interviews with industry experts
and pension savers, as well as an
online questionnaire completed by
Nest members.
So what did we find? Engaged
savers confirmed that certain
life events had made them think
more about the future and their
finances, and in some cases had
prompted them to increase their
pension contributions or switch
funds. In particular, starting a new
job, becoming a parent and buying
a house were said to have had the
strongest effect.
These were encouraging
findings, but as we dug deeper
we found reasons to doubt them.
When we conducted the same
research with a group of passive
savers, the findings revealed that
they had also experienced the
same life events and in some

Matthew Blakstad is head of
Nest Insight research
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Defined benefit
Alternatives
Emerging markets
Administration
DC
LDI and DB investment
Smart beta
DC
Fixed income
Fiduciary management
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Defined benefit
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Neil McPherson Managing director, Capital Cranfield
John Reeve Director, Cosan Consulting
Simon Chinnery Head of DC client solutions, Legal & General Investment Management
Andy Dickson Investment director, Standard Life Investments
Laurie Edmans Trustee chair,Trinity Mirror Pension Plan
Laura Myers Partner and head of DC investment, LCP
Alistair Byrne Head of European DC investment strategy, State Street Global Advisors

Sponsors are given six topical questions to answer, such as ‘How should
default funds be adjusted to take into account possible market effects
from Brexit going forward?’.
The answers provided by each sponsor are then published in Pensions
Expert and on pensions-expert.com, presented in a conversational, ‘virtual
debate’ style. These are promoted heavily via email and advertisements.
The Pensions Expert Virtual DC debates are published four times each
year (February, May, September and November).
Each sponsorship includes one full page advertisement in Pensions Expert.

generally outperform over 10
years plus. Equity investment
in the accumulation phase is
entirely appropriate.
Indeed, in the early stages of
the member’s DC journey, the
risk is not taking risk. Investing
too heavily in capital protection
strategies in the early stages
arguably poses more risk to
pension wealth than an equitybased approach.

An ESG risk map for a typical default fund
12

Human capital
10

Does auto-enrolment need to be extended?
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My fear is
that when
people begin
to retire and
take benefits,
the inevitable
disappointment
at what they get
will undermine
auto-enrolment
forever; I hope I
am wrong

Should more default funds incorporate environmental, social
and governance criteria?
Neil McPherson
Many schemes have
incorporated ESG, and ESG
principles are (or should be)
hardwired into the investment
process of most leading fund
management firms. There is
widespread confusion between
ESG and ethical principles.
They are not synonymous.
The perception is that ethical
funds underperform and the
Cowan v Scargill case from
1985 – interpreted as requiring
trustees to put performance
above other considerations –
has dampened appetite.
But ESG, done well, offers
alpha opportunities for default
funds. ESG is a broad church,
and definitions are key to
determining which sect to join.
These should be clear to
members through the statement
of investment principles and
scheme communications.
Laura Myers
Responsible investing makes a
lot of sense for DC schemes, as

Product safety

8

The DC debate

Simon Chinnery
Yes. The Pensions Regulator
expects trustee boards to take
account of any risks that could
affect long-term sustainability
of their investments. If 90 per
cent of defined contribution
assets are in a default, then
trustees have a fiduciary duty of
care to ensure their members
are invested in companies that
are best equipped to create
resilient and long-term growth.
Employing ESG is about risk
mitigation, regulatory
compliance, strong governance
and sustainable returns. This is
not value destroying, as has
historically been the charge
against ESG, but value
enhancing.
The funds they choose within
a default should have defined
ESG criteria. More can and
should be done to provide
clarity for trustees on
definitions and terminologies,
but active engagement with
members and providers should
always be encouraged.

Business ethics
Data privacy
and security

Community

Water
use

The reason why
many trustees
have not
considered ESG
is a false belief
that it is an
issue for asset
managers rather
than trustees

side, much is being done to
improve the way ESG issues are
taken into account,
Existing DCboth in
schemes
mainstream3.8
funds
millionand in new

Other auto-enrolment
DC schemes
4.8 million

Source: PPI aggregate model

Existing DC
schemes
2.1 million
Mastertrust
schemes
4.8 million

2030
Other
auto-enrolment
DC schemes
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Mastertrust
schemes
7.2 million
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Effluents and waste
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The DC debate

From left to right

Per cent of default fund exposed

Pensions Expert’s Virtual DC Debates offer your brand the chance to
give their considered opinion on a series of questions, posed by the Editor.

The DC debate – Part one

20

25

There is little
evidence that
the inertia
which applies to
getting members
into pension
schemes is
suspended when
fund values
fluctuate
Laurie Edmans,
Trinity Mirror Pension Plan

Pensions Expert Advertising Options – Online

Paid posts
Paid posts are the PE’s native content offering. Surface your content
on the home page or relevant section home pages.
Seamlessly integrated alongside PE content, your content will be housed
on a custom built landing page.
In addition to the traffic driving ad unit, each paid post will be included
in at least two emails over the course of the campaign.

Impact - £3,000
One piece of content posted on site
3 week campaign
3 insertions per article in email bulletins

Amplify - £10,000
3-5 pieces of content posted on site
One month campaign
3 insertions per article in email bulletins
Organic social promotion

Pensions Expert Advertising Options – Online

Online
At pensions-expert.com along with exclusive
news and astute analysis of what’s happening
next, we provide:
• Cutting-edge video featuring politicians,
industry experts and pension managers
discussing the issues of the day.
• Extended case study analysis to help inform
your scheme descisions.
• Blogs and industry comment pieces
• Regular email updates including the Weekly
Wrap mail every Friday, bringing together key
industry stories from across the FT group.

Traffic Figures*
Unique Users 		

39,214

Page Views 		

84,759

Visits 		

53,072

Pages per visit 		

1.35

*

Traffic figures for July 2019

Pensions Expert Advertising Options – pensions-expert.com

Billboard 970 x 250

Other Advertising Options
Advertising for pensionsexpert.com is sold on
a ‘share of voice’model where advertisers are
able to roadblock the leaderboard, ribbon and
mpu advertising positions.
Advertiser is able to block all advertising
positions creating great impact and
brand presence.
Banner/Leaderboard

Ribbon
336 x 60

728 x 90

MPU

300 x 250

Rate 		 £1,500 (per month)*
Billboard

970 x 250

Half Page MPU

300 x 600

Rate

£2,000 (per month)*

Home Page Skins 		
Rate

£6,000 (per month)**

rate based on 20% share of voice
rate based on 100% share of voice

*

**

2x2

Half Page
MPU
300 x 600

Pensions Expert Advertising Options – E-alerts

E-alerts
pensions-expert.com typically sends an email
everyday to our 8,600+ registered users:

Leader 728 x 90

Each e-alert is available to 1 exclusive sponsor.
2 sponsorship slots:
Banner/Leaderboard

728 x 90

MPU

300 x 250

High open rates

20%

Impressions
Rate

6,500
£500 (per e-alert)

Discounts available on package deals.

MPU 300x250

Pensions Expert Special Formats and Initiative Rates

Special Formats and Initiative Rates
Format
Cover Wrap
BellyBand into Centre DPS
Bellyband
Tip On to full page
Gatefold
Bound-Insert
Loose Inserts
Co-Sponsored Rountable
Sole Sponsored Roundtable
The DC Debate
Full page advertorial
DPS advertorial
Sponsored Feature
Advertorial news column
Co-Sponsored Supplement
Sole Sponsored Supplement
Paid Post Impact
Paid Post Amplify

Channel
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print with digital bolt on available
Print with digital bolt on available
Print with digital bolt on available
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print
Digital
Digital

Full page ad - £4,000
Price
£12,000
£15,000
£12,000
£15,000
£15,000
£12,000
£2,500
£6,000
£18,000
£6,000 per 1/4 or £24,000 for the year
£4,200
£7,000
£7,500
£2,500
£7,500
£20,000
£3,000
£10,000

For more information on Pensions Expert please contact:
Ben Tobin
Email: ben.tobin@ft.com
+44 (0)207 775 6615
Pensions-Expert.com

